
If it can be imagined, it can be created

www.stahl.com

I imagine smooth and gentle 
surfaces with improved  
sustainability



Polymatte as usual provides a unique handle that gives  

the feeling of luxury to the finished article. Polymatte  

gives an optimum matt finish that gives the total haptic  

and aesthetics required and desired by consumers.  

The technology has now moved into the 21st Century  

taking into consideration the planets resources.

From farm to good use in days 
Traditionally, polyurethane resins are made from oil 

derivatives that take millions of years to form. With the 

rejuvenated Polymatte, Stahl uses a Polyol that is derived 

from oil that come from farm crops cutting the cycle down  

to a few months.

 

Imagine all the benefits
The Polyol is derived from rapeseed that is mainly 

cultivated for animal food. Until now, the oil was 

considered a mere by-product. Stahl has found a new, 

inventive and sustainable use for the rapeseed oil. A use  

that not only makes leather more sustainable, but also 

supports the animal food industry as more rapeseed 

cultivation means more availability of cattle feed.  

The rapeseed Stahl uses for Polymatte can be sourced  

locally so a reduction in transportation of the raw  

material benefits the environment. Can you imagine  

all the benefits? Then let’s create a better tomorrow  

by using Polymatte starting today! 

www.stahl.com

At Stahl we have the strong belief that things that can be imagined, can be created. 
Therefore, each day we set ourselves new challenges that allow us to create a better  
future, for our partners, for all generations to come and for the environment. As a leading 
market player in leather chemicals and performance coatings, Stahl constantly opens new 
and endless possibilities together with our partners. The latest rejuvenated addition to this 
broad selection of possibilities belongs to the Polymatte chemistry. 

Polymatte, Stahl’s latest  
addition to a world of  
possibilities 

The information provided herein is not intended to form part of any offer or contract for the sale. Pictures, descriptions and 
statements are only artistic impressions and they are not representations of fact. STAHL does not warrant the accuracy and 
correctness of the information and will not be responsible in any way for any inaccuracy or omission of information herein, as 
well as for changes in colours and printing errors, or for any loss suffered by any person as a result of relying on the information. 
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